Plasma The ground Figure 1 shows that the propagation cutoff of the external galatic radio noise is about a factor of
minutes.
The density increase is believed to be radiation, and locally generated electron plasma caused by the collapse of the ion cloud into the oscillations. Both of these effects can be seen observed near the barium ion plasma frequency, A fraction of a second after the explosion, at and in another band at lower frequencies. A about 0920:34, an abrupt decrease can be seen in broadband burst of electrostatic noise was also all the wave intensities. The magnetic field observed at the boundary of the diamagnetic also abruptly goes to zero as the diamagnetic cavity.
Except for electron plasma oscillations cavity formed by the highly conducting cloud no significant wave activity was observed outside sweeps over the spacecraft. • 
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The absence of an external free energy source The frequency decreases observed in the diamagnetic cavity.
